. In the realm of Boltzmann-Gibbs (BG) statistical mechanics and its q-generalisation for complex systems, we analyse observed sequences of q-triplets, or q-doublets if one of them is the unity, in terms of cycles of successive Möbius transforms of the line preserving unity ( q = 1 corresponds to the BG theory). Such transforms have the form q → (aq
Together with Maxwell electromagnetism, and classical, quantum and relativistic mechanics, Boltzmann-Gibbs (BG) statistical mechanics constitutes a pillar of contemporary theoretical physics. This powerful theory is based on the optimisation, under simple appropriate constraints, of the (additive) BG entropic functional S BG , where S BG = k W i=1 p i ln(1/p i ) (with W i=1 p i = 1, k being a conventional positive constant chosen once and forever) for a simple discrete system with W microscopic possibilities whose occurrence probabilities are given by {p i }. This fact typically leads, for a nonlinear (conservative or dissipative) dynamical classical system with positive maximal Lyapunov exponent, to a (asymptotically) linear time growth of S BG ({p i (t)}) while occupying a finely partitioned phase space. It also leads, for nearly all initial conditions for quite generic BG systems, to an exponential time relaxation towards its stationary state. Finally, this stationary state (usually referred to as thermal equilibrium) is characterised by the celebrated BG exponential weight p i = e −E i /kT /Z BG with its partition function given by Z BG ≡ W j=1 e −E j /kT , E j being the energy eigenvalue of the j-th state of a quantum conservative Hamiltonian system with specific boundary conditions. For vast classes of complex natural, artificial and social systems, this relatively simple scenario fails. More precisely, either it is discrepant from experimental, observational or computational evidences, or it is plainly not calculable 
; its inverse function is given by
The fact that S q is generically nonadditive is straightforwardly verified, more precisely as follows:
where A and B are probabilistically independent, i.e., p A+B i j = p A i p B j , ∀(i, j). This property recovers, for q = 1, the well known additivity of the S BG functional.
For wide classes of nonlinear dynamical systems with zero, instead of positive, maximal Lyapunov exponent, it turns out that the linear time growth occurs for S q e nt r op with q ent r op < 1. Concomitantly, relaxation occurs q r elax at ionexponentially with q r elax at ion > 1 towards a stationary state characterised by p i = e −E i /kT q e ne r /Z q e ne r with the partition function given by
The situation is sometimes more complex than just described. For instance, the distribution of momenta of a many-body Hamiltonian system usually follows a q moment -Gaussian form with q moment 1 not necessarily coincident with q ener . The general scenario consists that, for a given complex system, we may have an infinite countable set of different q's, corresponding to different one-body or many-body properties. However, only a small number of these q's are in principle independent, all the others being related to those few through relatively simple analytic relations. The whole scenario appears to be strongly reminiscent of the scaling relations existing between the various exponents that emerge in the theory of critical phenomena (e.g., α + 2β + γ = 2, (2 − η)ν = γ , dν = 2 − α, and similar ones).
The present work constitutes an attempt to formally establish, at least for some important classes of systems, the relations between the various q's that are necessary to fully characterise the universality classes associated with a given complex system. In this attempt we follow along the lines of [ , , , ] . The needed algebraic and geometric material is described in Section in terms of SU(1, 1) ∼ SL(2, R) homographic group actions on the unit disk (respectively upper halfplane) [ , ] . In Section we restrict these actions to particular ones leaving some point fixed, and study the corresponding subsets of the groups. In Section we proceed with the analysis of two-term or three-term cycles in view of The (open) unit disk in the complex plane is defined as Let us turn our attention to the corresponding symmetries in the Poincaré halfplane. The conversion is carried out through a simple multiplication of matrices involving the specific (or "canonical") Möbius transformation, written here as
and conversely
Note that when extended to the boundaries, the bijection . is a Cayley transformation that maps in a stereographic way the unit circle S 1 onto the real line
and conversely,
Since det s = 1, the set of such 2 × 2 real matrices form the group SL(2, R), which leaves invariant the upper half-plane and its boundary, which is the real line R.
Indeed, the action ( . ) of = α β βᾱ ∈ SU(1, 1) on D extends to the boundary as
and so leaves the latter invariant. Similarly, SL(2, R) acts homographically on the real line R as
Below, we extend SL(2, R) homographic transformations of the line, ( . ), to SL ± (2, R), the not connected group of real 2 × 2 matrices with determinant ±1, in order to include the simple inversion i
Similarly, we extend SU(1, 1) homographic transformations of the circle, ( . ), to SU ± (1, 1) the group of matrices with determinant ±1. We note that the image of ( . ) under the Cayley transform ( . ) is the same matrix
We now examine the subset A of SL ± (2, R) made of elements obeying the two constraints:
(i) They are nilpotent,
(ii) They leave x = 1 invariant under Möbius transformations,
Proposition . . The subset A of SL ± (2, R) made of elements obeying (i) and (ii) contains the identity I (up to a sign) and the following one parameter family of 2 × 2 real matrices
Proof. Let us start with a generic element s = a b c d in the algebra M 2 (R) with arbitrary determinant ∆ = ad − bc. Nilpotence and condition that 1 is a fixed point under s ·q = (aq +b)(cq +d) −1 entail the following equations on the matrix elements a 2 + bc = 1 , ( . )
The condition ∆ = ±1 results from the above, of course. ( . ) and ( . ) imply a 2 = d 2 , and so we have the equivalent conditions
Case a = d = 0. Then, b = c (from ( . )), and bc = b 2 = 1 (from ( . )). Thus, s = ±i .
Case a = d 0. Then, b = 0 = c (from ( . )), and a = ±1 = d from ( . )).
Thus, s = ±I .
Case a = −d 0. Then bc = 1 − a 2 (from ( . )) and c − b = 2a (from ( . )), which means that c and −b are roots of X 2 − 2aX + a 2 − 1 = 0, i.e, b = 1 − a and c = 1 + a, or b = −1 − a and c = a − 1. These two possibilities yield
Since the second one is equivalent, as a Möbius transformation of R, to ℓ(−a) , and that a ∈ R, it results that all possible solutions are ℓ(a) with a ∈ R, together with the identity I , and up to a factor 0.
Consequently, from now on we focus on the particular cases of the map ( . ), namely
Elements of A have interesting properties.
Thus all elements of A, except the identity I , have determinant equal to −1.
P 4 : Particular cases: inversion, affine transformation of the line, and their combination,
Hence, since the product of two arbitrary distinct elements and different of the identity has determinant equal to 1, A is not a subgroup of SL ± (2, R). On the other hand, the subset
is an abelian subgroup isomorphic to R. Indeed, it contains I , and ( . ) and
which can be directly verified with
Let us now write down the counterpart B of A as a subset of SU ± (1, 1) by using ( . ):
As a nilpotent homographic transformation of the unit circle, it leaves invariant the point 1.
.
C
We now examine specific sequences of maps ( . ) in view of their relevance to relations between parameters q associated with different facets of a complex system.
. . Two-term cycles. Let us consider the two-term cycle
which reads after using ( . ) and ( . ),
This leads to consider the algebraic relation between a = a 12 − a 21 and its fixed point q = i ℓ(a) · q, i.e., (1 + a)q 2 − (1 + 2a)q + a = 0. This equation has two solutions, q = 1 (expected), and if a −1, q = a/(a + 1), i.e., a = q/(1 −q). Thus, q-TRIPLETS for arbitrary q 1 1, ( . ) does provide non trivial solutions for the doublet a 12 , and a 21 , depending on the initial q 1 ,
Let us introduce for our next purposes the quantities ( . ) q aux := q 1 and a aux := 1 q aux − 1 which are determined by the fixed point. We then get from the above the "conservation law":
( . ) a 12 − a 21 + a aux = −1 .
. . Three-term cycles. Let us now consider the three-term cycle
which reads after using ( . ) and ( . ), ( . ) q 1 = ℓ(a 31 − a 23 + a 12 ) · q 1 .
This leads to consider the algebraic relation between a = a 31 − a 23 + a 12 and its fixed point q = ℓ(a) · q, i.e., (1 + a)q 2 − 2aq + a − 1 = 0. This equation has two solutions, q = 1 (expected), and if a −1, q = (a − 1)/(a + 1), i.e., a = (1 + q)/(1 − q). Thus, for arbitrary q 1 1, ( . ) does provide non trivial solutions for the triplet a 31 , a 23 , and a 12 , depending on the initial q 1 ,
Like above, we introduce the quantities ( . ) q aux := 1 + q 1 2 and a aux := 1 1 − q aux which are determined by the fixed point. Note the opposite sign of the latter with regard to the previous case. There results the three-term conservation law:
( . ) a 31 − a 23 + a 12 − a aux = −1 .
. . N -term cycles. The two above cases allow us to easily infer the general N -term case. If N = 2p is even, Eq. ( . ) generalizes to
and yields the fixed point q = a/(a+1), i.e., a = q/(1−q), with a = N −1 i=1 (−1) i+1 a ii+1 − a N 1 , and the resulting conservation law
and yields the fixed point q = (a − 1)/(a + 1), i.e., a = (1 + q)/(1 − q), with a = N −1 i=1 (−1) i+1 a ii+1 + a N 1 , and the resulting conservation law
where a aux := 1 1 − q aux , q aux := (1 + q 1 )/2.
Let us finally remark that the extension of these formulas and relations to the case of complex variables is straightforward. The underlying group is SL ± (2, C), the group of conformal transformations of the complex plane or of the (Riemann) sphere.
. W
In the previous section, besides the nilpotence, we imposed that a finite point, namely 1, be left invariant. It is instructive to impose now that the point at the infinity be left invariant. A conformal transformation which sends 1 to ∞ is given by
where λ > 0 is a parameter. The Möbius transformation ℓ(a), ( . ) , becomes:
Thus, the corresponding Möbius transformation reduces to a translation combined with the space inversionq → −q = i s ·q. By introducing the abelian group T λ of translations of the real line,
and have similar properties to the ℓ(a)'s above.
Despite the simpler nature of the above geometric operations, we choose in this paper to work with the previous formalism established from the fixed point q = 1. Indeed, this value corresponds, in the present context, to the BG particular instance.
. O
In this section, we list a series of three-term and two-term cycles issued from various observations.
The first experimental evidence of the existence of a q-triplet in nature, Our present study is based on this observation. Three deformation parameters, q sensitivity ≡ q sens , q stationarity ≡ q stat , q relaxation ≡ q rel are supposed to be part of a three-term cycle of the type described in ( . ) through the relations
This is precisely the guideline in the identification of the parameters a 23 , a 31 , a 12 in ( . ) with these a sen , a st at , a r el respectively. Our objective is to reveal a kind of regularity in the sequence of fixed points, or equivalently, of q aux 's, as defined in ( . ). Furthermore, the two-term cycles are considered if one of the three deformation parameters is equal to 1, which corresponds to the BG statistics.
All numerical data are summarised in Table . . . Observations with three-term cycles.
. . . Solar wind. The following conjectural values are from [ ]
One also checks, in order to follow the three-cycle relation ( . ),
which implies that the fixed point in this case is q 1 = 0, and q aux = 1/2. 
We then verify
The possible interpretation of these intriguing relations in terms of some special symmetry, or some analogous property, has proved elusive.
Also, within the error bars, we verify that [ ]
Notice, however, that this relation does not belong to the set of those that we are discussing in the present paper.
We check in this case that ( . ) a rel + a stat − a sens = 0.8001 + 1.5385 − 1.3236 = 1.015 , which implies that the fixed point in this case is q 1 ≈ 0.0075 and q aux ≈ 1/2.
q sens = 0.244 ( . )
In this case we have ( . ) a rel + a stat − a sens = 0.8696 + 1.538 − 1.323 = 1.0846 , which implies that the fixed point in this case is q 1 ≈ 0.0406 and q aux ≈ 0.5203.
q sens = 0.14 ( . )
In this case we have ( . ) a rel + a stat − a sens = 0.8696 + 1.85 − 1.163 = 1.5566 , which implies that the fixed point in this case is q 1 ≈ 0.2176 and q aux ≈ 0.6088.
. . . Standard map. From [ , ] .
q sens = 0 ( . ) q stat = 1.935 ( . )
In this case we have ( . ) a rel + a stat − a sens = 2.5 + 1.0695 − 1 = 2.5695 , which implies that the fixed point in this case is q 1 ≈ 0.4397 and q aux ≈ 0.71985
q sens = −8.1 ( . )
In this case we have ( . ) a rel + a stat − a sens = 1.12 + 3.125 − 0.11 = 4.135 , which implies that the fixed point in this case is q 1 ≈ 0.61 and q aux ≈ 0.8. are neatly apart from them. With those, as well as with the present two-term cycles, one cannot conclude.
. C
We have examined a (non exhaustive) series of observational data giving three types of deformation parameter q, namely q sensitivity , q stationarity , and q relaxation by supposing they are part of an affine three-term cycle, or of a two-term cycle if one of them is 1. Our aim was to establish a kind of conservation law allowing to group the observed phenomenons into equivalence classes. In view of our results, one could conjecture that in the case of effective three-term cycles there exists a class for which the fixed point is q 1 ≈ 0. For those cases, we might conjecture that this class of systems with q 1 = 0 has only two independent q-indices, the third one being given by Eq. ( . ). Other possible q-indices, corresponding to other properties, could in principle be obtained by using the present q-transformations. In contrast, for the present observations for which q 1 0 quite neatly, it is allowed to think that yet unobserved values of q remain to be included within q-quadruplets, or even within higher-order cycles. Something similar could be applicable for the present two-term examples for which, once again, q 1 neatly differs from zero. Further progress along the present lines will naturally be very welcome. 
